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	The blind person who tries to make an online purchase. The young girl who cannot speak due to a cognitive disability. The man confined to his home due to permanent injury. The single mother with a long-term illness who struggles to feed her family.


	With one in seven people worldwide currently living with a disability, the term "outcast" covers numerous scenarios. Digital outcasts rely on technology for everyday services that many people take for granted. However, poorly designed products risk alienating this important (and growing) population.


	Through a "grass roots" approach to innovation, digital outcasts are gradually taking action to transform their lives and communities. This emerging trend provides exciting learning opportunities for all of us. Citing real-world case studies from healthcare to social science, this book examines the emerging legal and cultural impact of inclusive design.

	
		Gain a better understanding of how people with disabilities use technology
	
		Discover pitfalls and approaches to help you stay current in your UX practices
	
		Anticipate a future in which ambient benefit can be achieved for people of all abilities and backgrounds
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WebLogic: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2004
WebLogic: The Definitive Guide presents a 360-degree view of the world of WebLogic. Exhaustive treatment of the WebLogic server and management console answers any question that readers might think to ask.  From building, packaging, and deploying applications, to optimizing the runtime WebLogic environment, dealing...
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C++17 Quick Syntax Reference: A Pocket Guide to the Language, APIs and LibraryApress, 2018

	
		This quick C++17 guide is a condensed code and syntax reference to the popular programming language, fully updated for C++17. It presents the essential C++ syntax in a well-organized format that can be used as a handy reference.
	


	
		In the C++17 Quick Syntax Reference, you will find short, simple, and...
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Inside Windows Storage: Server Storage Technologies for Windows Server 2003, Windows 2000 and BeyondAddison Wesley, 2003
"Dilip Naik's Inside Windows Storage is an invaluable reference for developers and customers alike and is a must-read for anyone wishing to implement Windows-based storage networking."
—Tom Clark, Director, Technical Marketing, Nishan Systems

The Windows and enterprise storage markets are...
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The Introverted Presenter: Ten Steps for Preparing and Delivering Successful PresentationsApress, 2015

	The introvert is a personality type that draws energy from the outside inward. According to standard personality testing assessments, most people are introverts and no group is more introverted than technical professionals. Introverts are congenitally programmed to recoil from the prospect of public speaking with fear and loathing, yet making...
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Advances in Elastomers I: Blends and Interpenetrating Networks (Advanced Structured Materials)Springer, 2013

	This is the first volume of a two-volume work which summarizes in an edited format and in a fairly comprehensive manner many of the recent technical research accomplishments in the area of Elastomers. “Advances in Elastomers” discusses the various attempts reported on solving these problems from the point of view of the chemistry...
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Programming 2D GamesCRC Press, 2012

	A First Course in Game Programming

	Most of today’s commercial games are written in C++ and are created using a game engine. Addressing both of these key elements, Programming 2D Games provides a complete, up-to-date introduction to game programming. All of the code in the book was carefully crafted...
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